Financial Services

How carrier payment
options boost
working capital and
process efficiency

Overview
For many businesses, shipping costs represent a significant line
item in the annual budget. Even beyond visible sectors like
eCommerce, large organizations may spend tens or even
hundreds of millions of dollars a year delivering items to
customers, business partners and suppliers, as well as between
company locations. For such businesses, the option to delay
payments on shipping expenses may present a huge
opportunity to improve working capital.
Consider a company that has 300 cost centers, each of which
sends packages via multiple carriers. This company may receive
hundreds of shipping invoices each month, with different
payment dates and methods. Each shipping carrier might

require payment terms that tie up working capital the company
could otherwise put to better use. Moreover, processing and
payment of these disparate invoices is complex and inefficient.
Finance staff must not only make payments, but also reconcile
transactions to the accounting system and charge cost centers
for their expenditures. These processes are tedious and may
distract finance personnel from more value-added tasks they
could be performing. The multiplicity of invoices also makes it
difficult to track shipping spend and to obtain maximum volume
discounts from carriers.
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Pitney Bowes® carrier payment options help companies solve these
challenges. With these solutions, The Pitney Bowes Bank (Member,
FDIC) gives customer companies a shipping-specific line of credit.
Major carriers, such as UPS and FedEx can directly and automatically
bill the line of credit. Then, the customer company can pay off the
Pitney Bowes account on a regular schedule customized to meet
your business needs.
For businesses with large shipping volumes, this approach can
dramatically improve working capital. It can also greatly enhance
efficiency for finance and accounts payable (A/P) staff. As part of
our standard carrier payment options, Pitney Bowes Bank
consolidates invoices from all carriers into a single report, distilling
information from multiple sources into a single overview. Pitney
Bowes can also work with customers to customize these reports,
giving financial leaders visibility into the information they need,
when they need it.

The following use case demonstrates how carrier payment options
can streamline processes, reduce costs and significantly boost
working capital even in a sector that is not generally known for its
high shipping volumes.

Shipping costs are a major line item in
the annual budget. Restructuring
payments on shipping invoices can
improve working capital significantly.
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Fortune 500
Healthcare Company
Customer overview
•
•
•

Prioritizes delivering the highest-quality healthcare in every
community it serves
Ships everything from healthcare documentation and
marketing materials to prescription medications
Sends millions of parcels and flats each week from locations
across the United States

This healthcare client now has up to
34 days to pay. Considering its
enormous volume of shipments, that
has resulted in a significant boost to
working capital.
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Use case

Summary

Streamlined payment and reconciliation for shipping
expenditures

Shipping costs are exploding in the health and wellness
sector. The COVID-19 crisis has motivated many
organizations to increase their stock of emergency
medical and infectious disease equipment at the same
time that global shipping volumes and restrictions have
driven up shipping costs. In addition, patients increasingly
want to have medications delivered, rather than picking
them up in person.

Challenge
• Numerous bills from multiple carriers, resulting in too many
payment dates and methods
• Lack of visibility on total spend and volume

Solution
Carrier payment options automatically pay shipping
carriers through a credit line from Pitney Bowes Bank

Benefits
•

•
•

Large boost to working capital by shifting from 7-day billing
cycle with 5-day terms to 14-day billing cycle with 20-day
terms
Improved efficiency in invoice reconciliation and shipping
chargeback processes

One Fortune 500 healthcare company sends millions of
parcels and flats each week — from marketing materials
and health plan paperwork to direct-mail pharmaceuticals
and intercompany packages. The company’s shipping is
mostly standardized with a single carrier. Still, its different
divisions had dozens of accounts, which meant dozens of
account owners were individually dealing with the carrier.
At the corporate level, the carrier required a weekly
billing cycle, with five days to pay each invoice, because
of the company’s shipping volume. Worse, managing and
reconciling the monthly invoices was extremely unwieldy,
as each invoice tended to be around 30,000 pages long.
A service provider oversaw the massive invoices and
handled chargebacks to the appropriate cost centers, but
doing so was challenging.
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The healthcare company decided to find a solution through which it
could extend payment terms with its carrier and streamline shipping
payment processes. It already used a credit line from Pitney Bowes Bank
to pay for USPS permits across the United States. The company worked
with Pitney Bowes Bank to streamline shipping payments, as well.

The carrier still bills the healthcare company once a week, but now the
payment flows automatically from the line of credit. With a longer
billing cycle and extended payment terms, the healthcare company
now has up to 34 days to pay. Considering its enormous volume of
shipments, that has resulted in a significant boost to working capital.

To accommodate the healthcare company’s enormous shipping volume,
Pitney Bowes offered a customized shipping financing solution with
flexible billing and payment terms.

Also once a week, The Pitney Bowes Bank provides a consolidated
report showing the healthcare company’s shipping invoice totals and
payments. Pitney Bowes customized its standard reports to provide
specific data, in the right format, to flow automatically into the
company’s accounts payable (A/P) system. The consolidated reports
greatly streamline the processes of reconciling payments against
carrier invoices and charging shipping costs back to the business units.

Individual cost center accounts were consolidated into a corporatelevel “plan” that was linked to a virtual Visa card tied to the same credit
line that funds the company’s USPS permits. The virtual card can be
used only for merchants that Visa identifies as shipping carriers. The
Pitney Bowes Bank monitors weekly volumes, and an overview or
detail-level view to all shipping spending is accessible at all times.

Managing shipping payments for a healthier bottom line

Control billing cycle to
improve working capital.

Gain visibility into
shipping spend.

Simplify shipping
payments.
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United States
3001 Summer Street
Stamford, CT 06926-0700
800 327 8627

The Pitney Bowes Bank
215 South State Street, Suite 320
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

For more information,
visit us online:
PitneyBowes.com/us/ShippingPayments
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